<table>
<thead>
<tr>
<th>1.0</th>
<th>Activity Type</th>
<th>Description</th>
</tr>
</thead>
</table>
| 1.1  | Organized Research             | Research activities include rigorous inquiry, experimentation or investigation to increase scholarly understanding in the involved discipline. Examples include awards:  
|      |                                | • to support research activities  
|      |                                | • to maintain facilities, equipment and/or operation of a facility to be used for research  
|      |                                | • for the writing of books, when the purpose is to publish research results  
|      |                                | • for data collection, evaluation, analysis and/or reporting |
| 1.2  | Instruction                    | Instruction activities include any project where the purpose is to instruct any student at any location. Recipients of instruction may be JHU students or staff, teachers or students in elementary or secondary schools, or the general public. Examples include:  
|      |                                | • Curriculum development projects, including projects which involve evaluation of curriculum or teaching methods  
|      |                                | NOTE: Such evaluation may be considered “research” when the preponderance of activity is data collection, evaluation and reporting.  
|      |                                | • Projects involving JHU students in community service activities for which they are receiving academic credit  
|      |                                | • Activities funded by awards to departments or schools for the support of students  
|      |                                | • Fellowship support for pre-doctoral and post-doctoral training activities, including grants funding dissertation work and related travel  
|      |                                | • Support for writing textbooks or reference books, or creating video or software to be used as instructional materials |
| 1.3  | Other Sponsored Activity       | Other sponsored activities include programs involving work other than instruction and organized research. Examples of Other Sponsored Activities include:  
|      |                                | • Travel grants  
|      |                                | • Support for conferences, seminars or workshops  
|      |                                | • Social and/or community service, or health services projects  
|      |                                | • Support for student participation in community service projects which do not result in academic credit  
|      |                                | • Support for projects pertaining to library collections, acquisitions, bibliographies or cataloging  
|      |                                | • Programs to enhance institutional resources, including computer enhancements, etc.  
|      |                                | • Consultancy projects |
| 1.4  | Clinical Research              | Clinical Research includes all for profit corporation sponsored research (sponsor or prime sponsor, domestic or foreign) that also involves patients or protected health information (PHI), or clinical testing or procedures, or drug/device diagnostic testing in humans or any planning/lab/clinical service in support of such clinical research. |